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Sens-Aid

Weighted blanket, creates calmness 
motorically and mentally.
The Sens-Aid is an innovative, multi-functional sensory stimulating blanket with weighted wings, that 
wraps the body - creating an environment of calmness and well-being. 
The Sens-Aid is a fast working, easy-to-use-aid, that delivers noticeable effect, positive energy and 
peace in body and mind. 

• Stimulates the tactile sense: The weight of the 
6 heavy wings stimulates the body's tactile and 
kinestethic senses. It releases the oxytoxin 
hormone  ("the feel-good hormone"). 
Providing quick and noticeable wellness and 
tranquility for the user.

• Helps many target groups: The Sens-Aid is used
for all ages; in schools, nursing homes, hospitals,
institutions, common rooms and in private
homes.

• Multiflexible:  Easy and intuitive to use.
To be used in all kinds of seating positions:
sofas, recliners, in the car or wheelchair and in
school chairs. Easy to carry, quick to fold out
and use.
Gives the user a "time-out" by themself, to
reload and reset the head, without necessarily
having to leave the social companionship.

• Danish design: Aesthetic and practical design.
Available in different variants for junior and
senior, in three different weights.

The Sens-Aid alleviates physical and mental disorders like stress, anxiety, restlessness, concentration hassle, 
neurological and cognitive dysfunctions and involuntary movements.

"The Sens-Aid has immediate impact and the effect is persuasive"



Flexible
To be used in all kinds 
of seating positions.

Easy to clean
The PU can be wiped off with a 
cleaning cloth. The textile can be 
washed at gentle program in the 
supplied washing bag at max 60° C.

Pockets for hands
4 of the wings has pockets for the 
hands and arms. Can be used as 
needed and gives an extra 
opportunity to create ease and rest 
for the user.

Wings that hugs the body 
Sens-Aid has 6 heavy wings that 
embrace the users shulders, 
stomach and thighs  in the 
sitting position, according to 
the user's needs.

Danish design
Easy and intuitive to use. To be used 
by many different target groups. 
Feel-good, high quality material; 
aesthetic and fuctional design.

Shut the world out
The hood reduces stimulus from the 
environment, both visually and auditively. 
The hood can be used as needed.

The hood can be adjusted for level of 
foreclosure, according to the user's needs.

Convenient transport bag makes it easy to 
carry and store the Sens-Aid

Sens-Aid

Multiflexible weighted blanket
with 6 heavy wings
The Sens-Aid is a non-medical aid. Fast and noticeable effect. 
It creates a personal space for the user and tranquility in body and mind. 
Easy to use. Easy to take along. To be used by anyone.

Accessories: Hood Accessories: Transport bag
Information:

Sens-Aid is available in several 
versions and with different 
accessories:

Weight:  5 kg 
6 kg  
8 kg

Base: Hygine/PU

Accessories:  Hood 

Transport bag 
Hygiene cover

For more information or to order a demonstration, please contact us at:  
tb@zibocare.dk   or   (+ 45) 23 319 542

Textile cover




